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Dear Fellows: 

 The other day, after having read an article on the atomic bomb and on atomic power in 

general, and some items in the newspaper about the rather general unrest, fear and rumors of war 

in the world of today, my thoughts wandered to the common grace theorists, and I began to 

wonder whether and when they would attempt to offer an explanation of events and conditions in 

the present day world in the light of their strange philosophy. 

 To me this appears impossible, but one might expect that the common grace philosophers 

would attempt it. 

 It is the theory, as you know, according to which all science, art, and all culture and 

civilization in general are the fruits of common grace, by which God through His Holy Spirit so 

operates upon the minds and hearts of the unregenerate, that sin in them is restrained, they may, 

do much good in this world, and develop the powers in creation for the benefit of mankind. 

There is, according to this philosophy, even supposed to be a covenant or alliance between God 

and the fallen world for this purpose. 

 But when one looks at the world and its development today, one cannot help asking the 

question: where is this restraining power of the Holy Spirit? It seems that, in spite of it, sin 

develops fast, and the world is speeding to destruction. Where was this restraining grace in the 

last few decades? Even while the world talked constantly of peace, wars increased in scope and 

intensity of destruction, so that in one lifetime we have been witnesses of two world-wars, the 

second of which was ten times more horrible than the first. Science served to invent instruments 

of destruction such as the world has never seen before, and other instruments to counteract and 

neutralize the effect of similar instruments invented by the enemy. And its latest invention is the 

atomic bomb, by which whole cities can be laid in ruins and hundreds of thousands of people 

killed in a flash! 

 In the meantime, fellows, let us not be deceived by vain philosophy, whether about a 

surviving civilization, humanistic brotherhood, or an equally humanistic common grace. 

 Rather let our only hope be in the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ. Then we shall never be 

put to shame. 

 May that grace ever be with you! 

 Valete! And may you soon return to us! 

As ever your friend, 

H. Hoeksema 
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